§ 7]       Orthography and Pronunciation	9
v (written u) and z ( = ts) were very rarely used except
occasionally in late loanwords, c, cc, nc, sc; g, ng; and
h (except initially), hh were guttural or palatal according
to the sound-law stated in § 309. On the vocalic liquids
and nasals in OE. see § 219.
Of the above letters b, d, m, n, p, t had the same sound-
values as in Modern English. The remaining consonants
require special attention.
c. Guttural c, sometimes written k in the oldest records,
was pronounced nearly like the c in NE. could. Palatal
c (often written ce before a following guttural vowel) was
pronounced nearly like the k in NE. kid. In the OE.
runic alphabet the two k-sounds had separate characters.
Some scholars assume that palatal c and sc were pro-
nounced like the ch and sh in NE. church; ship, fish.
Examples of guttural care : bucca, he-goat; celan, to cool]
cneo, knee; sprecan, to speak; cyssan, to kiss; boc, book ;
weorc, work; drincan, to drink; fancian, to thank; and
of palatal c : ceosan, to choose; cinn, chin; ciese, cheese;
bee, books; crycc, crutch\ benc,bench', f»enc(e)an,to think;
of sc : sceal, shall] sceap, sheep; scoh, shoe] wascan, to
wash; fisc,^5//.
f. Initially, finally, and medially before voiceless con-
sonants, also when doubled, f was a voiceless spirant like
the f in NE. fit, shaft, as faeder, father \ fot,foot; ceaf,
chaff} hrdf, roof; geaf, he gave-, sceaft, shaft] pyffan,
to puff. Medially between voiced sounds it was a voiced
spirant (often written b in the oldest records) like the
v in NE. vine, five, as giefan, to give] hafaj?, he has;
seofon, seven; wulfas, wolves; hraefn, raven; lifde, he
lived,
g was used to represent several different sounds : (a) a
guttural and a palatal explosive; (b) a guttural and a pala-
tal spirant which had separate characters in the OE. runic
alphabet. The palatal explosive and the palatal spirant

